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Playtime is over, and Little Tiger must pick up his toys, games, and books.
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This is one of several of the books of this series I purchased for my kindle after I noticed that our

son seemed to find the kindle versions more motivating. For our little man, who has some more

specialized needs, he's pretty much a mess making ninja, and this is something we've been working

on for a while in various incarnations. Right now, the current stand is over him emptying out his

entire dresser and removing all of the red balls from his ball pit every night. We're for the moment

ignoring his fondness for dumping all of his blocks behind his bed and just leaving them there after

each occasion and waiting for him to request them. If he wants them, he can ask for them and help

clean them at that time to get them out.So, we clean the other two up every morning though, and at

present, it still requires an ABA reinforcer to get the job done. I bought this book because it's very

simple in the sentence structure and reinforces the idea that if you make a mess, you need to be the

one to pick it up. I think this book would be stronger with a why, like "we clean messes so people

don't trip on things and get hurt" or "we put things away so they don't get ruined," but I know point

blank our sweet little dude doesn't give a crud about whether or not most things get ruined, and I'm

pretty sure if he could verbalize it, he'd just say "well, why don't you just watch where you're going?

You can see my line of balls from all the way across the room...geesh, how hard could it be to avoid

that!!!" So, I'm pretty sure this is one of those areas where the why isn't going to be as helpful

because social why's like "it makes people happy" that you use for why we say 'hi' don't hold a lot of

weight with him at this time. It's more about what he wants to do and what he doesn't want to do.So

our approach has been more towards "You made the mess, you clean up the mess (every bit of it).

You make less mess, you have less mess to clean." And our little man does not like to clean, not

even a little bit, so that I think is where our hope rests on this one. I'm on the verge of being

cautiously optimistic we're near the end of the dresser battle for now because we've gone three

days without the dresser being emptied, and he's only pulled out 6 or 7 balls the last few days. But I

think it's nice to have a book the reinforce with him that the mess maker is the mess cleaner, and I

think this book does a good job of that. And I like that it's got Little Tiger roaring in a couple of spots,

because that's a sound he is willing to make without a motivator attached to the other end, so it's a

fun thing to do when we're reading it. I also chuckled a bit that all of the books Little Tiger picks up

are from this Hello Genius line...can't blame them for advertising that way ;)As I said, this is a hill

we've been on a while, I don't imagine this is going to fix every problem we've ever had with this, but

it's a nice support. I'd say probably best for a developmentally typical 18-24 month old kiddo, but for



our son who is 5 and has developmental delays and some specialized needs, I still find this very

useful.

Very cute book that teaches not just that cleaning up is good but HOW to do it. The illustrations are

bright, colorful, and simply too cute. The writing is simple enough for toddlers to understand but just

complex enough for a new reader to not be bored. My toddler is a bit against the book at the

moment. After a few days I found it stuffed under her mattress however I have noticed that she can

identify a mess now and a willingness to clean up where NONE existed before.

My one year old son has 7 of the books belonging to this series, these are his favorite books, and

he has A LOT of books.... I don't know what it is, the colors, the illustrations, or just the fact that they

are simple short and to the point... but he just loves them. I have to go through and read them all

multiple times a day. But out of all 7, "Little Tiger Picks Up" is his favorite.

I recommend all of these books they are a great little read.

My son loves all these books from Michael Dahl :-) it has small sentences which he can read and

we use them in our conversations to teach him stuff like 'brushing teeth' or 'picking up his toys' :-)

Big sturdy board book, but not too big. My daughter likes the the animals & the pictures on the

pages, & it's an easy way for her to understand the lesson the book teaches. I'll definitely be

checking out more from this series.

My son (2) is really into these books. He gets them and repeats them in the right moments.
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